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Optical Power Control in GMPLS Control Plane
Mohamad Kanj, Esther Le Rouzic, Julien Meuric, Bernard Cousin, Member, IEEE, and Djamel Amar

Abstract—The exponential traffic growth in optical networks
has triggered the evolution from Fixed-Grid to Flex-Grid technology. This evolution allows better spectral efficiency and spectrum
usage over current optical networks in order to facilitate huge
dynamic traffic demands. The promise of Flex-Grid technology in
terms of increasing the number of optical channels established
over optical links may however not be sustainable because of
the associated increase in optical amplification power. In this
work, we detail a power control process that takes advantage
of link optical power and channel optical signal to noise ratio
(OSNR) margins to allow network operators to support this
optical power increase while maintaining the use of legacy optical
amplifiers. New GMPLS protocol extensions are proposed to
integrate the optical power control process in the control plane.
The performance of the process is evaluated in terms of the
blocking ratio and network throughput over Fixed-Grid and
Flex-Grid networks. Results show that controlling optical power
benefits from the Flex-Grid technology in terms of spectrum and
capacity gain and reduces optical connection blocking.
Index Terms—GMPLS, OSPF-TE, RSVP-TE, Flex-Grid, Optical power control, Optical link design.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NTERNET services (e.g., video conferencing, cloud services, and video streaming) and consequently traffic demands are increasing continually, leading to huge traffic
growth in the core optical network. There is a need for
network operators to increase their optical network capacity to
follow this traffic growth. Since the deployment of new optical
fibers is still very expensive, network operators are pushing to
exploit the totality of their network capacity by optimizing
their optical resources, and thus postponing the deployment
of new optical infrastructures. This exploitation requires new
technologies and flexible equipment that are able to handle
different types of optical channels, from small to extremely
high data rates [1].
Fixed-Grid technology is no longer qualified to handle the
increasing data rates of optical channels. At the same time, the
50 GHz ITU-T grid, due to its fixed-spectrum spacing, leads
to spectrum inefficient usage when the spectral bandwidth of
the optical channels is smaller than the size of the allocated
50 GHz slot [2]. The ITU-T recommendation G.694.1 [3]
for a Flex-Grid optical network has defined a new flexible
spectral grid standard for wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) applications. This flexible spectral grid has a smaller
slot granularity of 12.5 GHz, with nominal central frequency
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on a grid of 6.25 GHz spacing compared to the current 50
GHz Fixed-Grid.
This recommendation has transformed the Flex-Grid into
a promising technology that is capable of following traffic
growth and various traffic demands. Flex-Grid efficiently uses
available spectrum resources, especially when associated with
novel coherent transmission technologies and advanced modulation formats. In addition, since Flex-Grid technology allows
the reduction of channel spacing, it offers the possibility to
create new optical channels over the saved spectrum. However,
increasing the number of optical channels increases the optical
power injected in optical links, which may not be acceptable
in some of the already deployed amplifiers.
Indeed, this increase in optical power, when switching from
Fixed-Grid to Flex-Grid technology has an effect on the legacy
optical amplifiers. It could cause amplifier saturation and
dramatic performance degradation for the already established
channels (probably leading to transmission failure). Therefore,
there is a need to replace the existing amplifiers by new ones
with bigger output powers. However, the deployment of new
flexible transponders, powerful optical amplifiers and new flexgrid wavelength selective switches, in addition to the operational cost, makes the Flex-Grid technology very expensive for
network operators in spite of its capacity increase promises.
In this respect, we demonstrated in [4] that if we control the
power of the optical channels, it is possible to keep the existing
amplifiers when migrating to Flex-grid technology. Moreover,
this power control allows 10% of cost reduction with respect
to conventional Fixed-Grid, without mentioning the saved cost
through avoiding the purchase and the deployment of new
amplifiers and the service interruption of the optical links.
A. Related Works
In the literature, several studies have focused on developing
accurate physical impairment estimators over uncompensated
links [5][6][7][8]. They have demonstrated the existence of
an optimal optical channel power that leads to minimum
impairment generation and thus achieves better transmission
performance (maximum reach).
In general, during the offline system design, every physical
link between two adjacent optical nodes is designed to support
a maximum capacity while maximizing the optical reach for
all channels, through the use of this optimal power per channel
(usually different optimal power per link since it depends on
the length and the attenuation of the optical spans constituting
the link). However, the resources provisioning for the worst
case (i.e., full capacity, and maximum transmission reach)
consequently leads to power resource over-dimensioning with
considerable power margins on some links, due to the nonuniform distribution of traffic demands and their required
reaches.
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In this respect, many recent studies focused on improving
link performances (i.e., minimizing the nonlinear interference
effect) and thus increasing network throughput by adjusting channel launch power and optimizing spectral resources
using several modulation formats [9][10][11][12]. Others in
[13][14], focused on adapting launch powers depending on
required data rates and the reach in order to reduce overall
network cost and saving the number of signal regeneration.
However, the practical feasibility of such adaptation was not
proposed yet, more precisely from a control plane point of
view.
All these studies, in addition to the ones dealing with
the control plane of Flex-Grid networks [15][16], have only
considered the spectral resources as a limitation without taking
into account the power resource limits of optical links (which
depend on the deployed amplifiers). They proposed a control
plane algorithm that takes only into account, the transparent
spectrum assignment and the physical feasibility of the optical
channels. However, despite the demonstrated benefits from
controlling the power of optical channels, there is no routing
algorithm suggested until know with suitable control plane
architecture, in order to allow the practical implementation of
such channel power adaptation.
B. Contributions
For all these mentioned reasons, in this work, and unlike the
current paradigm, we take into account optical power resource
limits in addition to the spectral ones. Moreover, we propose
the practical feasibility of such solutions through a power and
impairment aware routing algorithm, in addition to protocol
extensions in order to make the relationship between planning
and control plane. The proposed control process adapts the
power of optical channels to their minimum required performances (adaptation to the real physical reach). This adaptation
enables optical power margins to be used for overcoming the
power limitations of amplifiers when increasing the number
of channels over network links.
Therefore, a new path computation algorithm is developed
for a distributed generalized multi-protocol label switching
(GMPLS)-based control plane. Original protocol extensions
are proposed to resource reservation protocol-traffic engineering (RSVP-TE) and open shortest path first-traffic engineering
(OSPF-TE) to collect new physical parameters and to enable
the use of the power control process. The performance of the
novel scheme is demonstrated with simulations, by evaluating
the cumulative blocking ratio (CBR) and network throughput.
It noteworthy that this routing algorithm is completely compatible with the Software Defined Network (SDN) paradigm,
since it could be executed by an SDN controller if the same
collected information through OSPF-TE was stored in the
controller database.
This work extends a previous study presented in [17]
by introducing protocol extensions and describing signaling
message details and the mechanisms used to integrate these
extensions in a distributed GMPLS control plane. Moreover,
we produce additional performance evaluations (for instance,
the effect of the number of shortest paths) and enrich our
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previous work with a deeper analysis of the blocking reasons
for six simulated scenarios.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
an overview of optical link design issues, recalls our link
design method, and introduces the link power margin. Section
III presents our power control process. Section IV presents
our new path computation algorithm. Section V presents our
OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE protocol extensions to implement
the power control process in a GMPLS control plane. It also
presents the signaling mechanism through a channel connection establishment example. Section VI presents simulated
scenarios and results, in addition to blocking reasons analysis.
The conclusion and future works are presented in Section VII.
II. OPTICAL LINK DESIGN AND POWER
LIMITATIONS
We consider a set of successive optical spans constituting
an optical link l between two optical nodes (e.g., reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers; ROADMs) as shown in
Fig.1. The optical link design consists of choosing the set
of optical amplifiers that can compensate for span losses and
simultaneously support the aggregated optical power of all
the channels planned for that link, while seeking maximum
optical performance. The link design has the objective of
maximizing OSNR, through minimizing linear and non-linear
effects. The complexity of the process arises in particular
because of the contradictory objectives of amplifiers; they
must compensate for link span losses, satisfy the aggregate
optical power for all optical channels sharing the fiber, and
simultaneously minimize the amount of generated noise.

Fig. 1. Simplified representation of an amplified link (succession of a fiber
span and optical amplifier) between two ROADMs.

In general, optical links in Fixed-Grid WDM networks are
designed to support a given number of channels Nchannel max
(e.g. 80 channels with 50 GHz of spectral occupation for 4
THz of optical bandwidth). This Nchannel max is equivalent
to an aggregated optical power, which in turns depends on the
calculated per channel optimal power during the design step.
Usually, each link l in the network has the same Nchannel max ,
except when network operator have a particular need over
certain links. However, to ease our study, without any loss
of generality, we assume that these numbers are identical all
over the network. It is important to note that, we do not have
necessarily for every link l the same channel optimal power,
since it depends on the physical characteristics of each link
(i.e. spans attenuation, amplifiers configuration).
The use of Flex-Grid technology over these optical infrastructures may increase the number of channels in some links
and thus their optical power levels (e.g. Up to 106 channels
with 37.5 GHz of spectral occupation in 4 THz of bandwidth
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and up to 128 channels in 4.8 THz of bandwidth). In fact, if
the number of channels (i.e. the aggregated optical power for
the Nchannel max channels) is not controlled and limited, there
may be some risks of power saturation in the amplifiers that
are already close to their maximum output power (i.e., power
saturation limit) leading to strong performance degradation on
these links.
Inversely, if the number of channels is limited to
Nchannel max , the spectrum gain enabled by Flex-Grid technology cannot be exploited. However, replacing optical amplifiers with new ones having bigger output power is a potential
solution, but costly since it requires full redesign of the
links and possible purchase of new amplifiers as well as
the interruption of the link to set up the new amplifiers
configuration.
In this paper, we propose making the information of optical
power available to the control plane to benefit from the
Flex-Grid spectrum gain promises, while keeping the inplace amplifiers. However, this requires fine knowledge of
the maximum power allowed in each link, which in turn
requires understanding the link design step and the limitations
of optical links.
A. Design Method
In order to evaluate our power control process, we must
precisely model the link design step. The design of optical
links (i.e. selection/configuration of optical amplifiers) is an
important phase to determine optical resources limits over
every optical link. To this end, we have developed a link design
method, which we presented in [4][17][18], taking advantage
of the optimization strategy presented in [19]. Surely, any other
design method could be used instead to determine these power
resources. In this case, the estimator of the physical feasibility
used in the control plane will be different since it depends on
the design method.
The LOGON strategy proposed in [19] consists of performing a local optimization of the OSNR and non-linear
impairments at span level, leading to a global OSNR optimization over all the links of the network. It proposes applying
an optimal power spectral density (optimal DSP) on every
channel at the input of every span to guarantee maximum
transmission performance over the channels. This power is
calculated using span and amplifier characteristics by applying
equation 6 in [19].
Our link design method developed in [17][4], is based on
an analytical formula that calculates amplifier gains while
respecting optimal powers to be set at the input of optical
spans, thus leading to link OSNR optimization. After this
link design phase (or any other design phase), every link has
its own set of amplifier types with various power and gain
settings, which subsequently determines the power resource
limits and the quality parameter of the link (i.e., OSNR).
It is important to note that amplifiers are used in a fixed gain
mode, which means that once the design phase is finished,
amplifier gain settings are never changed. Furthermore, to
efficiently manage optical power resources, many essential
parameters should be available to the control plane of the
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network. Therefore, in order to understand these parameters,
we study the existing power resources available over the
optical links after the application of our design method.
B. Link Power Margin
Let Nchannel max be the maximum number of channels
per link. Let Pdesign,l (by definition equal to P1 as shown
in Fig. 1) be the input optical power designed for the link
l having Nchannel max . The difference of characteristics between all spans in terms of the losses, non-linearity coefficient,
and length, leads to the use of various types of amplifiers
having different characteristics in terms of maximum gain
(GOA max ), maximum power (POA max ), and noise figure
(N F ). This difference results in different Pdesign,l and thus
opt
Pchannel,l
(individual optimum channel power over link l) over
every link l and in different span optimum input powers (i.e.,
amplifier output powers). This power variation is given by:
Gn = an

Pn+1
Pn

(1)

where Gn is the gain of the nth amplifier, an is the attenuation
of the nth span, Pn is the power at the input of the nth span,
and Pn+1 is the power at the input of the n + 1 span (output
power of the nth amplifier) as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore,
it may remain a power margin (POA margin,n ) over the nth
amplifier such that:
POA

margin,n

= POA

max,n

− Pn+1

(2)

where POA max,n is the maximum power of the nth
amplifier. Fig. 2 shows an example of power levels
(POA max , POA margin ) over link l amplifiers, where different POA margin values exist in the different amplifiers.

Fig. 2. A simplified representation of optical power at amplifier level.

We define as link power margin Pmargin,l , the minimum
power margin (minimum POA margin ) that exists over the
amplifiers of the link l:
Pmargin,l = minn {POA

margin,n }

∀n ∈ ℵl

(3)

Where ℵl is the set of amplifiers of the link l. Therefore, the
maximum optical power that can be applied at the input of
link l without saturating any amplifier is
Pmax,l = Pdesign,l + Pmargin,l

(4)
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In case there is no POA margin,n in one of the amplifiers of
the link l, the Pmargin,l is then equal to zero (in mW), and no
additional power can be used over that link. We define Pl (t) as

Fig. 3. Simplified representation of power levels over optical links.

the current power at a moment t over the link l. It is a function
of time t since it depends on the number and on the power
of the established channels until time t. Fig. 3 illustrates the
different power levels that can exist over the optical links of
a network, where l is the link index. For every link a Pmax,l
power is supported, where Pmax,l is greater than Pdesign,l
of the link (by construction). It is exactly equal to Pdesign,l
when no power margin exists. As shown in Fig. 3, the link l
and l + 1 have strictly positive margins; therefore, additional
optical resources may be used over these links. Inversely, the
link l −1 does not have power margin; therefore, no additional
power can be used over this link. Our utilization of power
margin complements recent works on design margins and
system margins, as in [20][21][22]. In these works, the power
control aspect was neglected. Here, we specifically focus on
the control of the optical power.
III. OPTICAL POWER CONTROL
Optical networks are made of optical nodes (ROADMs)
interconnected with optical links. In order to achieve maximum network performance, every optical link between two
ROADMs is usually designed to support optimum performance
independently from other links. With this design method, every
link has its own set of optimum span powers and amplifier
settings. The maximum performance is ensured by setting the
opt
optimum power for any new optical channel (i.e., Pchannel,l
[19]). This kind of policy does not consider that channels may
require variable reaches; thus, some channels may not always
need the maximum performance (e.g., the power of the channel
with the shortest path does not need to be set to its optimal
value to reach the destination). As a result, some transmission
margins are wasted.
Channel performance and its optical power are tightly
linked. Reducing the optical power from its optimum value
to a lower value reduces the performance and thus adapts the
channel to the required reach. This appears as an interesting
method to save some optical power in a Flex-Grid network
and to avoid wasting transmission margin. More precisely,
we expect that this power adaptation will allow the use of
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the transmission margin to increase link capacity in terms of
channel numbers.
To perform the power control, we now propose exploiting
the performance estimator of equation 5 of the LOGON
strategy in [19]. This equation estimates the OSNR (including
non-linear effects in the form of non-linear interference) of
a lightpath p at the receiver side. The OSN Rest,p value
of the lightpath p, which is made of m successive links,
is the inverse of the sum of the inverse OSN R of each
link [19]. If the estimated OSNR (OSN Rest,p ) is bigger
than that required (OSN Rreq,p ), then the channel power can
be adapted. We define the OSN Rmargin,p as the difference
between the estimated and required OSNR:
OSN Rmargin,p [dB] = OSN Rest,p [dB] − OSN Rreq,p [dB]
(5)
It is noteworthy that LOGON assumes the worst case in terms
of nonlinear effects (i.e., OSNR overestimation assuming full
spectrum load), which means that the establishment of any new
channel will not require the recalculation (i.e., re-estimation)
of the OSNR for the already established ones, since its effect
is already considered.
The OSNR of an optical channel varies in function of its
optical power at the transmitter side: OSN R = f (Pchannel ).
The function f is monotonically increasing on the interval
opt
opt
[0,Pchannel,p
] [23], where Pchannel,p
is the channel transmit
power for optimal reception of light at the destination of the
path p (i.e., the channel optimum power on the first link
constituting the path p).
In order to translate power reduction into OSNR reduction,
we have considered that every 1 dBm of optical power
reduction corresponds to 1 dB of OSNR reduction. This is an
overestimation to ensure a working channel. Indeed, 1 dBm of
power reduction leads to less than 1 dB OSNR reduction as
explained in [23]. Therefore, we can consider that the OSNR
margin in dB corresponds to the amount of power that can be
saved for the related optical channel. Moreover, since optical
amplifiers have fixed gains (adjusted according to the method
explained earlier in II-A), this OSNR reduction is obtained by
tuning the power at the transmitter side. An x dBm of optical
power attenuation at the transmitter side corresponds exactly to
x dBm of power attenuation at the receiver side, when passing
though the set of spans and amplifiers constituting the optical
link. With this method, we obtain the adapted channel power:
adapted
opt
Pchannel,p
= Pchannel,p
×

OSN Rreq,p
OSN Rest,p

(6)

We define the channel power adaptation value as Cadaptation :
Cadaptation,p [dB] = β × OSN Rmargin,p [dB]

(7)

where β ∈ [0,1] and Cadaptation,p represent the quantity
of OSNR degradation to apply over the lightpath p. In our
work, we use β = 1. However, β can be used to introduce
flexibility to the channel power adaptation process. It offers
the possibility for the control plane to efficiently manage its
transmission power margins.
The estimation of the power that can be saved is a simple
calculation that can be easily integrated into a control plane.
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Fig. 4. Optical channels with and without power adaptation.

Other methods relying on more complex computation or
monitoring mechanisms can be used to estimate the OSNR.
However, this is out of the scope of this paper.
To illustrate the power control process, we assume that two
optical channels having the same spectral occupation of 50
GHz (i.e., four slots of 12.5 GHz), are established over the
same path p. The first channel is established without power
adaptation and the second with power adaptation. Fig. 4 shows
an example of the optical power level at the transmitter side,
for the two established channels. In this example, the first
opt
channel (in yellow) uses its optimal power Pchannel,p
. The
second channel (in blue) is adapted to minimum acceptable
performance OSN Rreq , and its power value is calculated
using (6).
IV. ROUTING ALGORITHM
To find an optical path between a node pairs, we propose
a new path computation algorithm that considers spectral and
power resources and performs a power adaptation process. Fig.
5 shows the algorithm, which is executed at the ingress node
during path calculation.
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For every optical connection request (i.e., lightpath establishment request) of T Gbit/s rate between a pair of source and
destination nodes, it calculates the shortest path using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Then, it tries to find a group of S continuous
and contiguous available slots of 12.5 GHz that satisfies the
request T using the First-Fit algorithm. The S slots are calculated with respect to minimum spectrum occupation, supposing
the same modulation format and baud rate for each request in
this study. The request is blocked when no available slots are
found to satisfy the connection request. However, once this set
of available and successive optical slots over a path p is found,
three other tests are performed: the physical feasibility, power
adaptation (PA), and power verification (PV) tests. The physical feasibility test checks whether OSN Rest,p > OSN Rreq,p .
If the path is physically feasible, then OSN Rmargin,p is
computed. If OSN Rmargin,p > 0, then the channel optical power is adapted to minimum acceptable performance
OSN Rreq,p . Therefore, the channel OSNR degradation value
is Cadaptation,p , and the target channel optical power is
adapted
opt
expressed as Pchannel,p
= Pchannel,p
/Cadaptation,p .
Regardless of the adapted channel power value, a last power
verification test is performed to ensure that this channel, if
added, will not cause any saturation problems over the m links
constituting the optical path p. This test consists of comparing
for every link of the optical path p, the link aggregate power
Pl (t) after adding the power of the new channel (either
opt
adapted
Pchannel,l
if no power adaptation is performed or Pchannel,l
if power adaptation is performed) with the maximum allowed
power (Pmax,l ). It is important to note that these power
parameters (Pdesign,l , Pmargin,l , Pchannel,l , and Pl (t)) are
made available at each node thanks to the extension that
we propose for the OSPF-TE link state distribution process.
Once these tests are done at the ingress node, the signaling
is triggered on the chosen path (i.e., an extended RSVP-TE
P ath message containing the power adaptation information is
sent downstream in order to set up the optical channel. If any
of these tests fail, the connection request is rejected.
Lastly, at each hop, during the signaling process, the aggregate power using the recommended channel power setting
is checked in order to verify that it does not exceed the
Pmax,l of each crossed link. Indeed, if the requests are very
frequent, some signaling process may simultaneously compete
for the same optical resources in terms of optical power (race
condition) and the signaling should avoid any overprovisioning
due to the not-yet-updated link database.
V. GMPLS PROTOCOL EXTENSIONS

Fig. 5. Path Computation Algorithm.

The GMPLS is a network protocol suite for setting up
connectivity services upon different switching type equipment
[24]. GMPLS is used here because it is one of the most
deployed control plane and since it is widely used to manage
the optical networks technologies. Moreover, it is a welldefined and stable protocol suite involving signaling, routing
and link management protocols to automatically provision
end-to-end traffic-engineered connections.
In this section, we mainly focus on the OSPF-TE topology
distribution and RSVP-TE signaling protocols, which are the
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main required bricks of our optical power control process.
Despite recent efforts of IETF to enrich GMPLS control
plane with extensions for Flex-Grid networks[25][26] and with
physical layer awareness [27], neither the parameters that we
need for the optical power control process, nor the process
itself are defined. Therefore, in this work, we propose adding
several extensions for OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE protocols.
Subsequently, we provide the detailed description of these
extensions and present the routing and signaling mechanisms
used to exploit them.
A. OSPF-TE Extensions
At the end of the design phase, every optical link has its
opt
own set of characteristics, which are: Pchannel,l
, Pdesign,l ,
Pmargin,l , and link OSN Rl . We assume that, in the initialization phase of the network, these physical parameters
are recorded for each link in the neighboring nodes upon
link commissioning. Then, they are collected via OSPF-TE
flooding control messages and placed in a local database in
each node.
As described in IV, in order to realize the power verification
test, another parameter is needed, which is Pl (t). It is added
in the local database, with a value that corresponds to 0
mW during the initialization phase of the network because
no channel has been established yet.
In this respect, we propose five new sub-TLVs to OSPF-TE
link TLV:
• Pchannel,l (dBm): the input optimum power for the
reference channel spacing (50 GHz) over the link l. It
is used when no power adaptation is applied.
• Pdesign,l (dBm): the total aggregated input power designed for the Nchannel max,l of the link l. This parameter is required by the control plane to determine the
aggregated optical power allowed over the link l.
• Pmargin,l (dBm): the link optical power margin. This
parameter represents the remaining power margin over
the link l.
• OSN Rl (dB): the OSNR of the link l as defined in
equation 5 of [19]. This parameter is needed to estimate
path feasibility during the path computation process. Note
that this parameter is slightly different from the one
proposed in [28][29], since it includes a nonlinear effects
contribution.
• Pl (t) (dBm): the link power of link l at time t. This
parameter is used by the power verification test.
We propose to include the first four sub-TLVs into the Opaque
link state advertisement (LSA) type 8 (”OSPFv2 Extended
Link Opaque LSA”). The Pl (t) sub-TLV is included as part
of the Opaque LSA type 1 (“Traffic Engineering LSA”). We
propose to encode every one of these five sub-TLVs over 8
bytes, where the first 2 bytes are used to indicate the type
of sub-TLV and the second 2 bytes are used to indicate the
length of the sub-TLV (which is equal to 4 here). The last 4
bytes are used to encode the value field of the sub-TLV with
respect to the 32-bit IEEE floating point format. In addition
to the proposed sub-TLVs, we also rely on an additional subTLV to take into account the spectrum slot availability. Many
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coding formats were proposed for the slot availability sub-TLV
in the IETF draft [25][30]. We adopted the bit map format in
this work.
During the creation of the local databases, we separated
opt
the record for the static (Pchannel,l
, Pdesign,l , Pmargin,l ,
OSN Rl .) and dynamic (Pl (t), spectrum slot availability bit
map) parameters [31]. The proposed static parameters are
never changed during network operation except in the case
where link design or equipment (amplifier or link) was
changed (e.g., in the case of fiber repair). The dynamic
parameter values change every time an optical channel is
established or released. This separation allows the reduction of
the amount of flooded information through OSPF-TE protocol.
It is noteworthy that additional parameters may be added
to enrich the physical layer awareness, such as chromatic
dispersion (CD) or polarization mode dispersion (PMD) of the
optical links as proposed in [32]. However, these parameters
are out of scope of our study, since they have no direct
relationship with our power control process. They may be
included to improve the exactness of the physical feasibility
evaluation of the lightpath.
B. RSVP-TE Extensions
In the GMPLS protocol suite, the RSVP-TE protocol is
used as the signaling process between optical nodes of the
calculated path to establish the requested connection. We
adopted the already proposed RSVP-TE extensions by the
IETF in [26] for the Flex-Grid optical networks.
These extensions are used to represent slot width (i.e.
bandwidth occupation of the channel) and the frequency slot
information. The slot width extension is used to represent how
much spectrum resource is requested for a Label Switched
Path (LSP). The frequency extension is used to identifies the
location of the channel in the spectrum of the optical link.
After the path computation procedure, the ingress node
sends an RSVP-TE P ath message to the next node of the
calculated path. This P ath message contains information
on connection to setup: the central frequency, the channel
width (i.e., number of slots) and Cadaptation,p value. When a
node receives a P ath message (or Resv message), two tests
are performed over its outgoing links: the slots availability
verification and the optical power verification.
The slots availability verification consists of verifying that
the requested slots are not occupied by any other optical
channel. The power verification tests whether the requested
power does not exceed the link maximum power. Therefore,
it uses the Cadaptation,p value conveyed through P ath and
opt
Resv messages in combination with Pchannel,l
value recorded
in its local database to compute the requested power of the
connection. Then, it determines whether if the power respects
the following constraint:
opt
Pl (t) + (Pchannel,l
/Cadaptation,p ) ≤ Pdesign,l + Pmargin,l
(8)
The Cadaptation parameter is conveyed through P ath and
Resv messages because it is only known by the ingress node
(during path computation) and is not distributed by OSPF-TE.
To this end, we propose to create new 8-byte sub-TLVs (two
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bytes for type, two bytes for length, and four bytes to encode
the value) in each of the SEN DER T SP EC (Class number
12) and F LOW SP EC (Class number 9) objects of the P ath
and Resv messages, respectively. These sub-TLVs contain the
value of the channel OSNR degradation Cadaptation,p (in dB)
for a path p, which is encoded respecting the 32-bit IEEE
floating point format.
It is important to note that during the RSVPTE signaling process, each node of the optical path
stores channel information contained in the P ath
and Resv messages in a local database (referred to
as ”P athStateBlock/ReservationStateBlock” in the
standard). Therefore, when an optical channel is removed,
optical nodes use the stored information to release the optical
resources of the channel (i.e., occupied slots). Simultaneously,
it also update the values of Pl (t) for the concerned links,
opt
using Cadaptation,p parameter combined with Pchannel,l
to
calculate the value of the optical power to be subtracted from
Pl (t).
In the same context, the integration of the power verification
test requires the addition of a new type of error in case the
test fails. Therefore, we propose to define a new error code for
the ERROR SP EC (Class number 6) object of the RSVPTE P athErr message [33]. This allows the identification of
the error by the ingress node in order to indicate that the link
power resource is fully used.

7

Fig. 6. Network example.

the Cadaption,ABC value. Upon reception of the P ath message
by Node B, the same tests are performed over its outgoing
link, BC (it checks that S are still available over the link
opt
BC, and that PBC (t) + (Pchannel,BC
− Cadaptation,ABC ) ≤
Pdesign,BC + Pmargin,BC ). Then, it sends a P ath message to
Node C, once the verification is done.

C. Connection Establishment Example
To explain the control mechanism used in our work, we consider here, as an example, an optical network with six optical
nodes (i.e., ROADMs). Fig. 6 shows the six interconnected
nodes (A, B, C, D, E, and F).
We assume that network optical links are already designed
and that the nodes database is filled with essential informaopt
tion (Pchannel,l
, Pdesign,l , Pmargin,l , OSN Rl , and Pl (t)).
Moreover, we suppose, in this example, that a connection
request between ROADMs A and C is sent from the network
operator to Node A. Fig. 7 shows the signaling mechanism and
the RSVP-TE message flow triggered to establish the optical
channel.
Upon receipt of the connection request by Node A, the
path computation algorithm is triggered. We assume that,
after performing the algorithm, the selected path p is A-BC (shortest path), and S free available slots are found. We
suppose also that the OSN Rest,ABC of the path is bigger
than OSN Rreq,ABC . Therefore, the optical channel for the
path p is power adaptable and a Cadaptation,ABC parameter is
computed.
Before triggering the RSVP-TE signaling process, Node
A performs the slot and power verification tests over its
outgoing link (i.e., AB). These tests are executed to ensure
that optical spectrum resources are still available and no power
saturation will occur after adding the new optical channel
opt
over link AB (PAB (t) + (Pchannel,AB
/Cadaptation,ABC ) ≤
Pdesign,AB + Pmargin,AB ). Once verification is done, Node A
sends an RSVP-TE P ath message to Node B with the same
information on the selected path p (A-B-C), the S slots, and

Fig. 7. Flow diagram in A, B, and C controller during the connection
provisioning process.

Once the P ath message arrives to the egress Node C, a
hardware configuration is performed for its Drop port (in
order to receive the optical channel). Moreover, the spectrum
bit map and the power value of the link BC are updated
opt
(PBC (t) = PBC (t) + Pchannel,BC
/Cadaptation,ABC ) in its
local database. Then a Resv message is sent to Node B. On
receipt of the Resv message by Node B, the slot availability
and power verification tests are performed again over link BC.
Then, a hardware configuration is made to ensure the switching
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of the requested channel. Moreover, the spectrum bit map
and the power value of link BC are also updated in its local
database and a Resv message is sent to Node A. In turn, Node
A executes the same tests over link AB after the receipt of the
Resv message. Once verified, the hardware configuration is
performed to its Add port in addition to channel power adaptation. Moreover, the spectrum bit map and the power value of
opt
link AB (PAB (t) = PAB (t)+(Pchannel,AB
/Cadaptation,ABC )
are updated in its local database. Finally, the optical channel is
established, and a connection setup confirmation is sent back
to the network operator.
It important to note that every optical node sends its neighboring nodes a set of OSPF-TE LSAs messages. This regular
update will naturally flood the changes over its outgoing links
after the end of any signaling phase.
VI. SIMULATION SCENARIOS AND RESULTS
A. Simulation Setup and Scenarios
In order to evaluate our proposed power control process,
we developed a distributed GMPLS-based network simulator
over OMNET++. It simulates OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE protocol messages and mechanisms, as explained in Section V.
Moreover, it takes as input a network topology (links, spans,
and amplifier types) and designs its optical links using our
design method detailed in [17]. Finally, it fills in the OSPFopt
TE database with the essential needed parameters (Pchannel,l
,
Pdesign,l , Pmargin,l , OSN Rl , Pl (t), etc). Simulations are
performed over the 32 optical nodes and 42 optical links of
the European backbone network shown in Fig. 8. Single mode
fiber spans are assumed to be used (chromatic dispersion =
17 ps.nm−1 .km−1 , fiber attenuation = 0.22 dB/km, nonlinearity coefficient = 1 W −1 .km−1 ).
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Fig. 8. European Backbone Network Topology.

Links are designed using the three amplifier types presented
in Tab. I, assuming non identical span lengths that are randomly drawn according to a Gaussian distribution N (µ =
100km, σ = 27km). Tab. I shows the amplifier portfolio used
(several variable gain dual-stage amplifiers without mid-stage
access), where F1,n and F2,n are the NF for the first and
second stages, respectively, and Dn denotes the power ratio
for both stages to account for the difference between preamp
and booster performance. Filtering penalties induced by transit
across one optical node are 0.05 dB for the 50 GHz (four slots
of 12.5 GHz) channel spacing and 0.64 dB for the 37.5 GHz
(three slots of 12.5 GHz) [34].

TABLE I
A MPLIFIER M ODELS
F1 (dB)

F2 (dB)

Power ratio: D(dB)

A1

17

30

5

6.5

3

A2

19

25

5.5

7

5

A3

20

23

6

7.5

7

Type

POA

max (dBm)

GOA

max (dB)

In order to simplify the results analysis, only 100 Gbit/s optical channels are established in all scenarios (T =100 Gbit/s).
The minimum accepted OSNR at the receiver side, using 0.1
nm noise reference bandwidth, including operational margins,
is set to 15 dB for 100 Gbit/s QPSK modulation format with
coherent detection and soft decision forward error correction
(SDFEC), whatever the channel bandwidth (three or four slots
of 12.5 GHz). Six scenarios are studied:
• Fixed-Grid (FG): This scenario represents today’s core
optical networks where no power information is communicated in the control plane. The power control is not
activated in the path computation algorithm or in the
protocol. The number of channels that can be set up on a
given link is limited to 80, where each channel occupies
four contiguous slots (4 * 12, 5 GHz = 50 GHz).
• Fixed-Grid with power margins (FG4S PV): In this scenario, the control plane is power aware and thus benefits
from the extra power margin of every link (Pmargin,l ) to
set up channels in the limit of the 4.8 THz bandwidth
(C bandwidth). The power adaptation is set off, but the
power verification is set on, and each channel occupies
four contiguous slots.
• Fixed-Grid with power control and power margins
(FG4S PAPV): In this scenario, both power adaptation
and power verification are allowed. Each individual channel power is tuned to the power satisfying the minimum
acceptable OSNR value (OSN Rreq ). Each channel occupies four contiguous slots.
• Flex-Grid (FX): This scenario is the same as FG but with
channels occupying only three contiguous slots (filtering
penalty is bigger than for FG scenario).
• Flex-Grid with power control and power margins
(FX3S PAPV): This scenario is the same as
FG4S PA+PV, but each channel occupies three
contiguous slots.
• Flex-Grid with power control and power margins (FX34S PAPV): This is the same as previous scenario, but
with the possibility to choose three or four slots of 12.5
GHz for each 100 Gbit/s channel. The path computation
algorithm first tries three slots of 12.5 GHz for the
channel setup. If the path is not physically feasible
(probably because of the filtering penalty since it is higher
for three-slot channels), the algorithm tries to establish
the optical channel using four slots.
In this work, several Fixed-Grid and Flex-Grid scenarios
are simulated. Therefore, in order to fairly compare them, we
perform the same link design for eighty 100 Gbit/s QPSK
channels over a 50 GHz grid (80*50 GHz = 4 THz per link)
for all scenarios. However, the full usable bandwidth of each
link is set to 4.8 THz (optical amplifiers usable bandwidth) as
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defined by the ITU-T.

an exponential law with a value of 0.4 for its parameter. The
source-destination pair of each request is randomly chosen
among all network nodes according to a uniform distribution.

Connection request between (s,d)
soiranecs tnemeganam murtcepS

Fixed-Grid
S=4

Flex-Grid
S=3

Flex-Grid
S=3 or S=4

S=3

S=4

Find S continuous and
contiguous free slots
Is path k
physically feasible?

No

No

B. Simulation Results

k=k+1

Compute K shortest paths

S=4

S=3
Find S continuous and
contiguous free slots

No

Is path k
physically feasible?

No

k<K?

S=3?

No

No

Candidate: k and S

soiranecs ssenrawa rewoP

No power awareness

For every link l
of path k :
is Nchannel,l + 1< or
= to Nchannel_max,l

Power verification

No

For every link l of
path k: use Pchannel,l

Power verification and
adaptation
For every link l of
adapted
path k set Pchannel,l
=
Pchannel,l - Cadaptation,k

For every link l of path k :
is Pnew_channel,l + P(t) l < Pmax,l

Trigger RSVP-TE Path message with k , S

Trigger RSVP-TE Path
message with
k , S and Cadaptation

No

Request is blocked

Fig. 9. Path computation algorithm of the simulated scenarios.

The path computation algorithm presented in IV is modified to enable the simulation of the different scenarios. We
summarize in Fig. 9, the set of spectrum and power control
tests applied during the execution of the path computation
algorithm. Depending on the scenario, some tests are activated
or deactivated. In this algorithm, the K shortest paths can
be computed for any request between any node pairs (s, d).
Therefore, when the K paths have been computed, the ingress
node executing the algorithm tries to establish the first path.
If it is not possible, the second path is tested and so on. The
connection request is blocked if no path from the K computed
paths can pass the set of tests. The K paths are ordered in
increasing length order. The algorithm selects the first path
from K that satisfies all the constraints (continuity, contiguity,
physical feasibility, and if needed power feasibility). If one
of the K paths passes all the tests, the provisioning process
is triggered with a set of channel parameters (path, slots,
Cadaptation ). The connection request is blocked if no path
among the K passes all the tests.
Note that in all scenarios, paths that exceed maximum
reach (i.e., with OSNR below OSN Rreq ) are rejected and
that our optical network does not implement regeneration (left
for further study). Fifty simulation runs (each run with a
different seed) are performed for each of the six scenarios.
We simulate an incremental channel setup, where channels
are established and never released (i.e., channel establishment
until the network is fully loaded). It is important to note that,
for every scenario, the same fifty seeds are used in order
to simulate exactly the same sequence of optical connection
requests. The results depicted in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 are
given by averaging the fifty simulation runs with a confidence
interval of 95% (too small to be displayed on the figures).
The connection request inter-arrival time at each node follows

We consider the cumulative blocking probability (CBR) a
first evaluation criterion, which is the ratio of the total number
of blocked requests over the total number of generated requests
until a time t. Fig. 10 shows the CBR of the six scenarios
as a function of the normalized spectrum occupation of the
network, which is the ratio of the total occupied spectrum of
all the links of the optical network until a time t over the total
spectrum of all the links. Note that, on each link, the spectrum
occupation corresponds to the number of reserved slots of
all channels, each one having three- or four-slot occupations
depending on the scenario.
For all scenarios, the CBR at low occupation is not zero
because of the rejected demands due to physical feasibility
(paths longer than maximum reach). Not surprisingly, since
FX and FX3S PAPV have a larger filtering penalty, they block
more demands at low occupation than the other scenarios. The
CBR of the FX scenario increases rapidly with the spectrum
occupation not only because of the physical feasibility blocking but also because of the limited number of channels over
every link. When comparing FX and FG scenarios in terms
of spectrum occupation, we notice that when the network is
fully loaded (i.e., when no optical channel can be established),
FX spectrum occupation represents 75% of that of FG. This
result confirms the gain brought by Flex-Grid technology in
terms of spectrum occupation. Moreover, FG and FG4S PV
have the same CBR until approximatively 65% of spectrum
occupation. Over 65% occupation, the CBR of FG4S PV is
smaller because the network benefits from power awareness;
it can accept more than 80 channels relying on the remaining
power margins over the links.
Furthermore, FG4S PAPV has a smaller CBR than FG and
FG4S PV because it can benefit not only from the power
margin, but it can also create some reduction in power with our
channel power adaptation process. The CBR of FG4S PAPV
stays below the CBR of FG and FG4S PV starting from
approximatively 26% of spectrum occupation. This means that
even at low load, the power reduction enabled by our proposed
power control mechanism can be useful.
Moreover, when investigating the optical power levels, we
noticed that the FG4S PAPV scenario is not limited by the optical power resource availability. In fact, the blocking was only
due to physical feasibility and bandwidth availability, even at
a high load. As explained earlier, the FX and FX3S PAPV
scenarios have bigger CBR at a low occupation ratio because
they use only 37.5 GHz spacing for establishing the 100
Gbit/s channels; the filtering penalty (0.64 dB) then reduces
the number of feasible paths in the whole network. However,
when network load increases, the FX3S PAPV CBR is lower
than the CBR of FG and FG4S PV. This is explained first
because, with three slots per channel, the network can accept
more channels than with four slots. In addition, the optical
power control process is able to sufficiently save power that is
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order modulation format, to reduce the spectral occupation
of the channel and thus increase links capacity. However,
this increases the decision complexity in the control plane,
since it should decide when to use the OSN Rmargin,p for
power attenuation and when to use it to change the modulation
format. This alternate decision policy is not addressed in this
paper and it is left for future work.

Fig. 10. Cumulative blocking ratio vs. normalized spectrum occupation.

required for these additional channels (despite the fact that the
filtering penalty limits the performance and thus the amount
of optical power reduction).
This analysis is confirmed with the FX3-4S PAPV scenario. It has a CBR smaller than FX3S PAPV for spectrum
occupation lower than 0.65. This is because paths that were
rejected due to their non-physical feasibility with 37.5 GHz are
established here with 50 GHz. Nonetheless, this is paid with
lower spectrum efficiency; the spectrum fragmentation caused
by the mixing of 37.5 GHz and 50 GHz channels (no spectrum
fragmentation awareness is used) prevents using the whole
spectrum bandwidth, unlike FG4S PAPV and FX3S PAPV.
This is also confirmed in Fig. 11.
It is important to note that the spectrum efficiency of the
FX3S PAPV is slightly smaller than FG4S PAPV since some
links still have spectrum resources, but their power resources
are completely used at high loads. This is because setting
up only three-slot channels not only increases the number of
channels but also decreases the potential for power reduction
over links. Power adaptation produces less power margins
because of the higher filtering penalty (0.64 dB).
We notice that the amount of Pmargin,l over the links is
too small to satisfy more than 80 channels with this network
design (link power margins represent approximately 2.5% of
the available power over the network). This means that when
switching to Flex-Grid networks, the Pmargin,l will not be
sufficient to handle the increase in the number of optical
channels. In this situation, the power adaptation process is
essential to save enough power to cancel the blocking for
power reasons.
Moreover, we remarked that when the network is fully
loaded (i.e. spectrally saturated), the remaining power over the
entire network (sum of the remaining power over all network
links) is high. We have 52%, 25%, and 35% of remaining
power for FG4S PAPV, FX3S PAPV, and FX3-4S PAPV scenarios respectively. The value of the remaining power is high
because all the OSN Rmargin,p of the established channels
have been used to save optical power (i.e. reduce transmitted
power). Therefore, for some channels, it is possible to use the
existing OSN Rmargin,p for other purposes like using higher-

Fig. 11. Network throughput vs. normalized spectrum occupation.

Fig. 11 shows the network capacity (amount of 100 Gbit/s
requests accepted and established) as a function of the normalized spectrum occupancy. Note that a four-slot 100 Gbit/s
request going through three optical links (three-hop path), for
example, will count as 100 Gbit/s on the y-axis and 3*4 slots
(3*50 GHz) on the x-axis. This explains why the FG4S PV
and FG4S PAPV curves are below that of FG; both scenarios
accept additional long path requests (i.e., paths with bigger hop
numbers) at high load, because they can use more spectrum
than FG (limited to 80 channels per link) thanks to the power
control. This explanation also holds for the FX3S PAPV
scenario, which has much shorter paths on average than all
the other scenarios (FX3S PAPV curve is above that of FG).
The FX scenario carries approximately 152 Tbit/s of data
traffic, which is more than the traffic carried with the FG
scenario (137.8 Tbit/s). This result is expected since established connections in the FX scenario have shorter reaches
and therefore occupy less bandwidth and slightly reduce the
blocking due to the exceeded maximum channel number per
link. The FG, FG4S PV, and FG4S PAPV reach at most 137.8
Tbit/s, 158.2 Tbit/s, and 173.3 Tbit/s, respectively, of carried
traffic. Therefore, the power control has increased the capacity
of the Fixed-Grid network by approximately 25%.
As expected, the power control coupled with the use of
the Flex-Grid in FX3S PAPV greatly increases the network
capacity to 248 Tbit/s. This represents 80% of the capacity
increase compared to FG (i.e., accounting for the 0.8 THz
more total spectrum resources compared to the 4 THz of
FG) and 45% when compared to FG4S PAPV. We also note
that the FX3-4S PAPV scenario has a larger capacity than
FG4S PAPV, despite the fact that it can occupy less bandwidth
because of spectrum fragmentation.
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All these results mean that channel power adaptation is an
efficient mechanism to benefit from the link total spectrum
bandwidth, without the need to redesign the existing optical
network.
C. Blocking Reasons
To understand exactly what is happening during simulations,
we plotted the reasons for request blocking for each scenario
in bar charts and evaluated the effect of the number of shortest
paths on the request blocking.
In our study, there are four blocking reasons:
• No available spectrum (No Spec): This type of blocking
arises when no available continuous and contiguous slots
are found over a path p.
• No sufficient OSNR (No OSNR): This type of blocking
arises when the OSN Rest,p of the calculated path is
smaller than OSN Rreq,p .
• No available power (No Pow): This type of blocking
arises when no power resource is available in one link
constituting the chosen optical path p.
• Maximum channel number exceeded (MXCE): This
blocking reason is considered for FG and FX scenarios,
where no power awareness exists in the control plane.
Therefore, blocking arises when the channel number
exceeds the maximum allowed (which is 80 here) over
a link l over the requested path p (whatever the real
remaining power or spectrum).
The blocking counting method is described as follows: for
each connection request and its computed path p, if there are
no available continuous and contiguous slots (over the path p),
the blocking reason is counted as No Spec. However, if there
are available slots but the OSN Rest,p for the path p is smaller
than OSN Rreq,p , the No OSNR blocking reason is counted. In
the case where spectrum resources are available and the path is
physically feasible (OSN Rest,p > OSN Rreq,p ), but there is
no power resource available in one of the links constituting the
computed path p (i.e., a link saturation may have occurred after
adding the new optical channel), the No Pow blocking reason
is counted. For FG and FX scenarios, since no power control
is performed, the MXCE blocking reason is considered when
the number of channels established over any link exceeds the
maximum allowed. Therefore, No Spec is counted first, then
No OSNR, and finally, MXCE.
To fairly compare the different scenarios, we recorded the
results of simulation after 2000 connection requests were
generated (same request sequence, same traffic, and same set
of source and destination node pairs for all scenarios). Then,
we plotted (in bar charts) the number of blocked requests
per reason for blocking for each of the six scenarios. This
is shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 14 for Fixed-Grid and Flex-Grid
scenarios, respectively, to ease visualization. In addition, these
blocked requests per scenario are plotted as a function of the
per channel hop number as shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 15.
Simulations are performed for one shortest path (K = 1) and
for three shortest paths (K = 3).
1) One Shortest Path: Fig. 12 shows that, in the FG
scenario, the MXCE reason is dominant. Indeed, no power
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information is available for the control plane, and the number
of channels is the first blocking reason encountered when
computing the path. Note that this does not mean that paths
blocked due to the MXCE reason are otherwise feasible with
respect to the continuity constraint or the physical feasibility
constraint.

Fig. 12. Reasons for blocking in FG scenarios.

In the FG4S PV scenario, since link power margin can be
used, the amount of accepted request is increased, and the
number of blocked requests is reduced (from 1194.4 to 1185.5
requests on average). Moreover, the No Pow reason is the
main reason for blocking. This means that most of the requests
have passed the continuity, the contiguity, and the physical
feasibility tests but fail because the amount of power margin is
not sufficient for a large number of them. This result confirm
our first analysis that link power margin is not sufficient to
avoid amplifiers saturation. However, some additional channels
are accepted due to the use of power margins, leading to a
bit more spectrum occupancy than in the FG (this explains
the increase of the No spec blocking reason from 128 to 170
requests). This is also clear in Fig. 13, and it is independent
from the hop number.
Fig. 12 shows that with the power control process in
FG4S PAPV, the blocking occurs for two reasons: No OSNR
and No Spec. This is explained by the fact that the power
control process is capable of reducing link power; therefore,
link power saturation is no longer occurring. Power adaptation
frees more optical power resources than required by the
requests. Power is no longer a limitation in this case. As a
result, more connections are accepted, and less are blocked as
it can be seen in Fig. 13. Therefore, network links are more
spectrally occupied.
This explains why the number of No OSNR blocking in the
FG4S PAPV scenario is smaller than the No OSNR blocking
number in the FG and FG4S PV scenarios: more requests are
counted as blocked due to spectrum resources first, even if
these requests do not pass the physical feasibility test. This
somehow masks part of the No OSNR blocking reason in the
FG4S PV scenario (because of the blocking counting method).
Fig. 14 shows that in the FX scenario, there is no blocking
due to No Spec, since the use of three slots for each 100
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Fig. 13. Reasons for blocking per hop number in FG scenarios.

Gbit/s channel has reduced the used spectrum in the network;
therefore, there is sufficient available spectrum for all requests.
This confirm the spectral gain promises when using the FlexGrid technology. However, the blocking reasons are instead
due to No OSNR since the filtering penalty is bigger than
that of the FGs scenarios. Of course, as for the FG scenario,
there are always some blockings due to MXCE, since power
information is not available to the control plane.
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blocking reason is limited to requests with a small number of
hops as shown in Fig. 15. In fact, the high filtering penalty
reduces channel performance and the quantity of power that
can be saved through the power control process, since less
OSN Rmargin,p is saved per channel; and more power resources are consumed. Thus, the amount of freed optical power
resources is not enough to cope with the available spectrum
resources and requests. We can notice also that the requests
with long paths are more likely to be blocked due to the OSNR
limit, and their blocking reason is considered No OSNR, even
if there is a lack of power resources (due to the counting
method).
It is noteworthy that, since the traffic is uniformly distributed
among all fibers, this lack of power resources (and the lack
of spectral resources) will appears especially on links like the
one between Node 1 and Node 16, and between Node 5 and
Node 22 of the Fig. 8. This is because these links interconnect
two parts of the network. Therefore, a special attention should
be dedicated to these links, which is one of our future works.

Fig. 15. Reasons for blocking per hop number in FX scenarios.

Fig. 14. Reasons for blocking in FX scenarios.

We notice that in the FX PAPV scenario, the dominant
blocking reason is also No OSNR because of the high filtering
penalty but with a smaller number (739.2 requests) in comparison with that of FX (855.7 requests). The reason behind
that is the same as explained in the previous paragraph when
comparing the number of No OSNR blockings in the FG and
FG4S PAPV scenarios. In this scenario (FX3S PAPV), the
activation of the power control process increases the number
of established channels, as shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15;
therefore, some optical links are fully occupied (up to 128
channels rather than 80 in the FX scenario). This explains the
appearance of No Spec blockings.
At the same time, we can see in Fig. 14 that No Pow
blocking arises in the FX3S PAPV scenario. Moreover, this

Lastly, the FX3-4S PAPV scenario suffers from spectrum
limitation. This is because of spectrum fragmentation since a
mix of three- and four-slot channels are used; thus, network
links cannot be fully occupied. In addition, four slots channels
occupy more spectrum and have bigger number of hops.
Therefore No Spec blocking is dominant and the No Pow
blocking reason never arises. This is in line with the effort
made in the literature to reduce spectrum fragmentation.
Fig. 15 shows that the FX and FX3S PAPV scenarios accept
more requests with a small number of hops (less blocking
for paths with a small number of hops) because of the freed
spectrum. Instead, in FX3-4S PAPV, a higher number of
blockings appears for requests with hop counts lower than
five because more requests with a large number of hops are
accepted. Moreover, in FX3-4S PAPV, the number of No
OSNR blocking is reduced. This is explained by the fact that
connection requests that are not physically feasible with three
slots (because of the high filtering penalty) are established with
four slots.
We can deduce from these results that the strategies used for
channel establishment (i.e. selection of the transponder type,
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channel power, modulation format, spectral occupation and
baud-rate) is very important in order to exploit the capacity of
network links. Therefore, more intelligent routing algorithm
is needed in order to benefits from the Flex-Grid technology
gain promises.
2) Three Shortest Paths: To complete the evaluation of
our power control process, the path computation algorithm
is improved by introducing path diversity (i.e., K shortest
paths computation) and simulations are repeated with K = 3
shortest paths.
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K = 1. However, we obtain approximately the same behavior
and shape for K = 1 and K = 3 (figures are not included due
to lack of space).
It is interesting to increase the number of calculated shortest
paths in order to avoid blocking in case there is a lack of
spectrum and power resources over optical links. Indeed, this
reduces the network blocking, but, at the same time, more
resources are consumed on average. However, Fig.17 shows
that the No Pow blocking reason in FX3S PAPV is not
avoided even for just 2000 generated requests.
This result shows that, even with a routing algorithm,
which takes advantage of path diversity, No Pow blocking
could not be avoided. Because as explained before, the links
interconnecting different parts of the network will always be
problematic. This is why, it is important to include power
information in the control plane to efficiently manage network
resources and therefore define strategies to avoid this kind of
blocking.

VII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 16. Reasons for blocking per hop number in FG scenarios with K=3.

Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 plot in bar charts the number of blocked
requests in function of the per channel hop number. In these
simulations, the blocking reason is recorded for the last tested
path. This is why no blocking is recorded for one- and two-hop
paths as shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. This is expected because
the established connections have longer reaches on average
with K = 3. Accordingly, connection requests occupy more
spectrum and therefore network throughput for all scenarios is
reduced and the No Spec blocking number increases compared
with K = 1.

Fig. 17. Reasons for blocking per hop number in FX scenarios with K=3.

We note that the CBR values when K = 3 are slightly
reduced for all scenarios in comparison with the shortest path

In this paper, we address the optical amplifier power limitation issue that an optical network operator will face when
migrating networks from Fixed-Grid to Flex-Grid networks.
We recall our link design method that allows specifying the
power information of optical layers that are essential for the
control plane. A channel power control process is proposed
in addition to a path computation algorithm that integrates
power verification and power adaptation tests. We show how
the whole power control process can be implemented into
a distributed GMPLS-based control plane and propose new
extensions for OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE protocols to include
power information and to integrate power awareness. Simulation results reveal that the power control process is an
efficient way to benefit from Flex-Grid capacity promises
while maintaining the use of legacy amplifiers without the
need to redesign any link in the network. In addition, it helps
to efficiently manage link power resources and to avoid power
saturation, which is certainly unacceptable during network
operation.
It is important to emphasize that our power control process
is completely independent from link design, OSNR estimator,
or control plane protocol. Any other link design method
associated with any OSNR estimator could be used to perform
the power control. In addition, this process could be used for
an already deployed network, where established channels are
adjusted to fit operator requirements while monitoring their
error rates. At the same time, it could also be considered
for new Flex-Grid networks under construction, where we
anticipate the deployment of power controlled channels to
liberate margins and thus increase network throughput.
Future work will include a performance evaluation using
other network topology, in addition to optical regeneration.
The power control process will also be evaluated in the
dynamic case where optical connections are established and
released, including different modulation formats/rates with
different optical powers.
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